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			          	1. 
Introduction. This article surveys some of the philosophical  issues raised by recent experimental work on  so-called social preferences. More broadly, my focus is on experimental explorations of  the conditions under which people behave co-operatively  or in a prosocial way or, alternatively, fail to do so. These experiments raise a number of fascinating methodological and interpretive issues that are of central importance  both to economics and to social and political philosophy. It is commonly claimed that the experiments demonstrate that (at least some) people not only have selfish preferences concerning their own material pay-offs, but that they also have preferences concerning the well-being of others—that is, social preferences.  (More concretely, it is claimed that some subjects   have well-behaved utility functions in which monetary pay-offs to others, as well as to themselves occur as arguments)   Moreover,  the contention is not just that some subjects have such social preferences,  but that these can have large and systematic effects on behavior, both in the experiments under discussion and in real life contexts outside the laboratory.  
These  experimental results are thus taken to show the falsity or limited applicability of the standard homo economicus model of human behavior as entirely self- interested.   For example,  Henrich et al write, in the opening paragraph of the “Overview and Synthesis” chapter of their (2004): 
The 1980’s and 1990’s have seen an important shift in the model of human motives used in economics and allied rational actor disciplines. …In the past, the assumption that actors were rational was typically linked to what we call the selfish axiom- the assumption that individuals seek to maximize their own material gains in the interactions and expect others to do the same. However, experimental economists and others have uncovered large and consistent deviations from the predictions of the textbook representation of Homo  economicus  … Literally hundreds of experiments in dozens of countries using a variety of experimental protocols suggest that, in addition to their own material payoffs, people have social preferences: subjects care about fairness and reciprocity, are willing to change the distribution of material outcomes among others at a personal cost to themselves, and reward those who act in a pro-social manner while punishing those who do not, even when these actions are costly. Initial skepticism about the experimental evidence was waned as subsequent experiments with high stakes and with ample opportunity for learning failed to substantially modify the initial conclusions. (p. 8) 
	Other economists have challenged this interpretation of the experimental results, contending that they may be accounted for entirely in terms of selfish preferences and conventional game theory assumptions. In addition, even among those who agree that the experimental results cannot be fully accounted for just in terms of selfish preferences, some  deny that the invocation of social preferences provides an illuminating explanation of behavior.   They urge instead that the experimental results should be accounted for in some other way – e. g.,  by appeal to social norms. In support of this position,  it is observed that  the behavior in  the games which is taken to be evidence for social preferences (and afortiori the preferences themselves)   often seem to be highly context dependent and non- robust, in the sense that a   large number of different   changes in the experimental set up  lead to different behavioral results. Economists who invoke the notion of social preferences typically assume (or argue) that such preferences are  not only well-behaved in the sense of  satisfying the usual axioms of revealed preference theory,  but also that  they are sufficiently stable that we can use them to  predict behavior across some interesting range of contexts. (This assumption is more or less  explicit among those who think of experimental games as ways of measuring social preferences).  If this stability assumption is not true,    one might well wonder whether whatever  accounts for  non –selfish behavior is usefully conceptualized as a social preference rather than in some alternative way. This issue will also be explored below. 
	If it is true that the behavior exhibited in the games  discussed below cannot be fully accounted for  by selfish preferences, then, whatever the positive  explanation for the behavior may be,   a number of other questions arise. What is the evolutionary history of such prosocial behaviors (as we will call them) and the preferences/motivations   that underlie them? To what extent  are  these behaviors and  motivations “innate” or genetically specified and to what extent do these reflect the influence of learning and culture? How much variability with respect  to prosocial behavior/ motivations is there among people within particular societies or groups  and how much variation  exists across groups? To the extent  that people exhibit   pro-social behavior and motivations, what  is the content of these—are (many) people unconditional altruists,  conditional co-operators or reciprocators of one or another kind,  norm followers, or some mixture of all of these? Experimental investigations of social preferences have little directly to say about the first of these questions but are at least suggestive about many of the others. 
	My plan is to proceed as follows. I begin with an overview of some the experimental results (Section 2) and then turn to issues about their robustness and the implications thereof (Section 3). Section 4 explores the possible role of neurobiological evidence in addressing issues of robustness and discriminating among alternative explanations  of experimental results.   I next turn to a more systematic comparison of different approaches to explaining  the experimental results, considering in turn explanations that appeal to social preferences (Section 5), explanations that appeal to selfish preferences, and explanations that appeal to norms (section 6). I will conclude with some very brief remarks about the implications of all of this for normative social and political theory. 	
                                                              2.	 
Some Experimental Results. In an ordinary ultimatum game (UG) a proposer (P) proposes a division of a monetary stake to a responder R. That is, if the stake is $n,  P may propose any amount $x up to $n for himself, with $n-x  going to R. R may then either accept or reject this offer. If R accepts, both players get the proposed division. If R rejects, both players get nothing.  The identities of both P and R are unknown to one another. If the game is one-shot and both players have entirely selfish preferences, the sub-game perfect equilibrium is that P offers R the smallest possible positive amount of money (e.g, one cent if the stake is divisible down to pennies) and R accepts. This is not what is observed experimentally in any population. In most populations  in developed countries, Ps  offer an  average of 0.3- 0.4 of the total stake, and offers under 0.2 are rejected half the time. Offers of 0.5 are also common.
Dictator games (DGs)  are like UGs except that the responder has no opportunity to reject: the proposer (dictator) unilaterally decides on the allocation. If the dictator has only self interested preferences, he will allocate the entire amount to himself. Instead, in DGs in populations in developed countries the mean allocated  is 0.2  of the total stake, although there is considerable variance with many  allocations  of 0 and also many  of 0.5. 
In a public goods game, each of N players can contribute an amount ci of their choosing from an initial endowment which is the same for each player. The total amount ci contributed by all players is multiplied by some factor m (m< 1/N) and divided equally among all of the players, regardless of how much they contribute. In other words, each player i’s  endowment is changed   by –ci + m ci. In this game  if players care only about their own monetary pay-offs, the dominant strategy is to contribute nothing—that is to free ride on the contributions of the other players. In one- shot public goods games in developed countries, subjects contribute on average about half of their endowment, although again there is a great deal of variation, with a number of subjects contributing nothing.   
	In  repeated public good games, subjects begin with substantial mean contribution which then significantly declines under repetition. If a costly punishment option is introduced which  allows subjects to punish non-contributors but at a cost to themselves,  a number will do so, even in the final round, in which punishment cannot  influence future behavior. Introduction of  this option prevents the  decline in contributions with repeated play. Allowing discussion also boosts contributions. 
	In trust games, the trustor has the opportunity to  transfers some amount X (from an initial stake) of her own choosing to a second party (the trustee). This amount is increased by the experimenter by some multiple k>0. (e.g., X may be tripled). The trustee then has the opportunity to transfer some portion of this new amount kX back to the trustor. In a one-shot game, a purely self- interested trustee will return nothing to the trustor and recognizing this, the trustor will transfer nothing to the trustee in the initial step. Subjects in developed societies tend to transfer around 0.4-0.6 of their  stake and the rate of return by trustors is around 0—that is, trustors return approximately the result transferred but no more.
  		Cross-Cultural Results. In the experimental results described so far subjects were drawn from “developed” counties  (US, Europe, etc) and there was considerable uniformity of behavior across these subject pools. However, in a fascinating series of cross cultural experiments (described in Henrich et al., 2004) in which such games  were played in a number of, different small scale societies in Asia, Africa, and South America, there was considerably more variation in results. For example,  among the  Machiguenga in Peru, one-shot UG  offers had a  mean 0.26 and  mode of 0.15 (  far lower than mean and modal offers in developed societies)   and  almost no offers were  rejected.  In contrast, among the  Lamerela   in Indonesia offers in excess of 0.50 (hyper-fair offers )  were common and there was   frequent rejection, even of hyper-fair offers.   A similar variation was found in public goods games and trust games. 
	Moreover, in at least some cases these results appear to correlate with features of social life in the societies in question. For example, the Machiguenga are described as “socially disconnected” by anthropologists, with economic life centering on the individual family and little opportunity for anonymous transactions.   By contrast the Lamerala are a whaling society in which there is a high degree of cooperative hunting and food sharing,   and in which it is common for people to reject gifts out of concern that this will place them under a large obligation to reciprocate.  The Orma in Kenya make relatively high contributions in public goods games   (both in comparison  to many other small scale societies and the contemporary US:  0.58 of their endowments). Participants in this game associated it with a harambee, “a Swahili  word for the institution of village level contributions for public goods projects such as building a  school” (Ensminger, 2004, p. 376) and in fact a harambee collection was going on at the time the public goods game was played. It seems plausible that the. relatively high level of contribution was at least in part a reflection of the willingness of the participants to think of it as an instance of this practice.   

3.
	It was noted above that one of the issues I raised by this experimental work concerns the fragility/robustness of the behavior detected and of whatever  explains it.  To motivate this issue, it will be useful to  distinguish three different notions of robustness that can be of interest in experimental investigation. 
	Detection Robustness: This has to do with whether we can we detect (or “triangulate in”) on the same phenomenon in different ways within a specific experimental or non-experimental context, by using different detection or measurement techniques of procedures.  As a physical example, suppose that we   attempt to measure the melting point of lead under  fixed experimental conditions. Detection robustness has to  do with whether different techniques or instruments for measuring the melting point (e.g. different thermometers of different design)  yield the same  or closely similar results for the melting point.  To the extent  that there is such agreement, it   provides some reason to think that the phenomenon we are claiming to detect is real (or the  measurement result accurate ) rather than an artifact of the particular measurement technique we happen to employ. The usual motivation for this claim is that different detection and measurement techniques are likely to have different sources of error associated with them – while any one technique may involve unknown errors,   if a number of techniques agree, it is unlikely that errors are  present in each in such a way that each leads to the same result even though that result is mistaken.
	Phenomenon Robustness.  This has to do with whether   we continue to detect the same  phenomenon as we alter the experimental conditions in various small ways or under small alterations in background conditions in non experimental contexts.   Under what conditions does the phenomenon of interest change? For example, under the same atmospheric pressure, does lead melt at the same temperature both here and on the surface of Mars?   Does lead melt at the same temperature under different atmospheric pressures? Obviously issues of this sort are very important when we come to talk about the “external” or “ecological validity”  or “exportability” of   experimental results.
	  Relational Robustness. Assuming  that the phenomenon of interest shows variation across some changes in  experimental and background conditions,  relational robustness has to do with whether we find other factors that co-vary with it in a robust way.  That is, is  the relationship between the phenomenon (or some feature of it) and  some other condition robust in the sense that this relationship continues to hold as other conditions vary? For example, does the melting point of lead systematically covary with variations in atmospheric pressure, even as other conditions (e.g., location) vary? 
	If we apply these notions  to claims about prosocial behavior /social preferences , they lead to questions like the following: 
	   Detection Robustness in Experimental Games. Behavior in experimental games is often taken to be evidence for the existence of preferences with certain characteristics – for example, rejection of low offers in a UG is taken to show that responders have a taste for negative reciprocity and cooperative behavior is often taken to show that subjects have   preferences for positive reciprocity. Detection robustness in this context has to do with whether we can also detect  such preferences in other ways, at least within the context of some particular game or relatively similar game.  
	 Phenomenon Robustness in Experimental Games. Suppose that subjects drawn from a certain pool exhibit certain behavior in a particular version of some game.   Phenomenon robustness in this context has to do with how stable or robust  this behavior and the preferences that underlie lie it are  under changes that are relevant and potentially important from the point of view of economics.  For example, does the same behavior persist under changes in the subject pool, under (apparently) small changes in instructions, under changes in the monetary stakes, under changes in anonymity or information conditions? More ambitiously, one may ask whether the same behavior  is exhibited in, say both the extensive and normal form of the game, under   use of the strategy method, under different ways of framing or labeling the alternatives in the game or when the game is repeated or preceded by a training or learning period.  Even more ambitiously, one may ask whether   preferences  and motivations that are claimed to be at work in one kind of game are also at work in other related games – for example, do subjects who make relatively generous offers in dictator games also behave cooperatively in prisoner’s dllemmas or public good games? 
	In practice in experimental economics the distinction between detection and phenomenon robustness may not be entirely sharp. Consider  the issue of whether proposer behavior in ultimatum games reflects a self-interested fear of rejection by the responder or a social preference of some sort for the welfare of the responder or some combination of these. By itself, merely observing proposer behavior in an ordinary UG cannot discriminate among these hypotheses. However, one common argument that is made in this connection is the following: if we compare proposer behavior in  UGs and DGs, we see that proposers make more generous offers in UGs.  (Proposer play in a DG is completely non-strategic since there is no possibility of responder rejection).  This (it is argued) makes it reasonable to assume that proposer play in a DG reflects or measures the proposer’s pure, non-strategic, “altruistic” preferences for generosity and fairness. If we assume that proposers in a UG have similar preferences, then this suggests that  proposer play  is  the  net upshot of two kinds of influences: a non-strategic preference to be generous and in addition a self-interested fear of rejection. Thus, by comparing UGs and DGs, we may detect or decompose the preferences underlying behavior in the UG—something  that would not be possible if we just looked at the UG.  Notice, though that this argument about detection rests on a strong assumption about the (phenomenon) robustness of altruistic preferences – that the same altruistic preferences that are apparently present in a DG continue to be operative under the different conditions of the UG. It certainly seems possible that this assumption might be wrong – that the DG and UG are different enough that they trigger or engage very different preferences or norms, with even subjects who are generous in the former, behaving (and thinking it OK to behave) in a purely strategic way in the latter.​[1]​  
	Relational Robustness in Experimental Games. In the context of experimental investigations of social preferences, relational robustness has to do with what else such preferences stably correlate with in the field, in daily behavior, and in institutions and practices outside the lab   The existence of such correlations is another way of providing  reassurance that the phenomenon one is apparently detecting in experiment has some sort of existence outside the laboratory.  For example, the correlation found in the Henrich et al. study between  the size of  offers in the UG among the Machiguenga and the Lamerela and features of their societies  provides some reason to think that in these societies the UG is  a way of measuring or detecting  more general features of their social life. 
	Why Robustness Matters. Investigation of the conditions under which a phenomenon is robust  (or not) is important for a number of reasons.  First, as remarked above, it is one source of information about external validity. If a phenomenon appears to exist under very specialized conditions in the laboratory but substantially changes or disappears under variations in those conditions and there is reason to believe that  those variations are common outside of the laboratory, then this may provide some prima-facie reason to doubt that the phenomenon is widespread or important outside the laboratory. For example,    if   people exhibit apparently prosocial  behavior in certain one-shot laboratory games but (as some economists  contend) such behavior disappears when subjects play  repeated versions of the same game,  and if in real life (outside the laboratory) most interactions are repeated rather than one-shot, this may provide some reason to think that  the   behavior exhibited  in the lab  (and any prosocial preferences associated with it) is unlikely to be common or important outside of  the lab.
	Second, issues about robustness are important because they can constrain the possible explanations of the prosocial behavior seen in laboratory games. If prosocial behavior is highly non-robust—e.g., if subjects who exhibit prosocial behavior in the context of one game  fail to do so in other games, under small changes in context, under repetition and so on, this may cast down on explanations of that behavior that appeal to the idea that people have  social preferences that are stable across different contexts. 
		Third , issues about phenomenal robustness are very important if we wish to use the results of experimental investigations for the design of social mechanisms or institutions  or for the purposes of normative moral and political theory, since in most cases we   need to build these around   behavior and motivations that are stable and robust rather than  fragile.  For example, as noted above, introduction of a costly punishment option boosts contributions in laboratory public goods games and this suggests the  possibility that  allowing people to sanction one another in certain ways  might help to solve certain public goods problems in real life (while merely exhorting them not to free ride may be relatively ineffective.) However, one of the many questions we would like answered before adopting any such proposal is  whether   willingness to sanction even at cost to oneself is robust in the sense of occurring under various conditions that occur outside the laboratory, whether such sanctions are as effective at boosting contributions under a variety of conditions that occur outside the lab, and so on.  
	 	 
						   4. 
		Neural Mechanisms. I turn now to some brief remarks about the role of neurobiological evidence in investigations of  social preferences and behavior. This is a “hot” area of current research that has evoked both widespread interest and considerable skepticism. Some of this skepticism focuses on particular experiments or on imaging techniques such as  fMRI, which I will not try to address.  There is, however, a more general source of skepticism, which simply put is this: It is completely uncontroversial that in all of the experiments under discussion, something goes on in subject’s brains. It may be of interest to neurobiology to learn which neural regions are differentially activated when, e.g., subjects reject low offers in ultimatum games, but (the skeptic argues) why is this of any interest to economics or social science? What matters for the latter sciences is simply how subjects behave (both in different experimental situations and outside the laboratory).  
	  The contrary view is that a better understanding of the neural mechanisms that underlie behavior in experimental games can be of great relevance and importance to social science. In particular, information about neural mechanisms  can be used to address some of the issues about the various  forms of robustness of prosocial preferences described above. For reasons described below, this second view strikes me as more plausible. 
	Underdetermination and Triangulation. First, as we have already noted, often behavioral evidence by itself cannot fully discriminate among a  number of different hypotheses about the social preferences (or whatever) that underlie behavior in experimental games.   In other words, one faces an underdetermination problem. Neural evidence can help to resolve this indeterminancy and   to provide an  alternative means of triangulation on underlying causes, such as subjects’ motives and preferences.   As an illustration,  several explanations (described in more detail below) have been proposed for the willingness of subjects to behave co-operatively in a one-shot game in which the choice that maximizes their expected monetary pay-off is to behave uncooperatively.   One of these (in addition to the hypothesis that subjects have prosocial preferences) is that subjects have only self-interested preferences regarding their own monetary pay-offs,  but that such preferences can lead to cooperative play in repeated games, and that subjects import habits and heuristics associated with such play into single shot games. Although  there is additional  behavioral evidence  that is  relevant to discriminating among these competing explanations (again, see below),  it is unlikely to be fully persuasive by itself.  The following imaging experiment of Rilling et al, 2004, (see also Rilling et al. 2002)  , provides an additional source of evidence. These authors imaged subjects in a one-shot sequential PD.   They  showed  that the outcome in which there is mutual cooperation outcome generates higher activation in the dorsal striatum ( a brain system known to be centrally involved in reward processing)   than the activation that results when a human subject knows that he or she is playing against a computer which also plays cooperatively, generating the same monetary pay-off for the subject.  Moreover, the mutual cooperation with a human partner also  generates higher activations than  earning the same amount of money in a  individual decision-making task. A further study showing that the mere viewing of faces of  people who previously cooperated in a  social dilemma game activates reward related areas (Singer et al.,  2004). A natural (although admittedly not the only) interpretation of these results is that subjects get an additional reward (over and above whatever reward they receive just from the monetary payoff) when they are involved in a co-operative venture with another human being.   Indeed, it appears   they get such a reward when they merely   view   co-operators. 
	While  one may quibble about whether the preferences involved in such co-operative behavior are genuinely unselfish​[2]​,  the imaging experiments do seem to suggest two points.  First, the subjects apparently have preferences for something more or different from their own monetary pay-offs, whether or not one decides to call such preferences “unselfish”. Second, such preferences may well play a role in explaining co-operative behavior in one -shot interactions or in circumstances in which actors are unsure whether cooperative behavior will be reciprocated.
		As a second illustration of the role of neurobiological evidence, consider responder behavior in a UG. As we noted, many responders in societies like the contemporary U. S. reject low offers.  However, this behavioral evidence fails to discriminate among several different hypotheses about why rejection occurs -- for example, responders may reject simply because they dislike receiving much less than proposers (inequality aversion) or they may reject because they have a “taste for negative reciprocity”  -- that is, they  feel  angry or indignant at proposers who make low offers and wish to punish them.  On the first hypothesis, subjects care only about outcomes and in particular about how their pay-off compares to that of the proposer. On the second hypothesis,  responders respond negatively to choices or intentions that they perceive  as hostile or unfair by punishing proposers. In an attempt to discriminate among these alternatives, Sanfrey et al. (2003)  used fMR to image second movers in one-shot ultimatum games with $10 stakes. Some subjects played against   humans who followed a predetermined algorithm in making offers.   Others played against a computer that was programmed to make an identical set of offers. Both set of subjects were informed whether they were playing against a human or a computer.   Unfair offers from human partners were associated with higher activation in several brain areas, including the anterior cingulate  cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and anterior insula, with higher levels of activation being  positively correlated with decisions to reject. Anterior insula is known to be associated with negative emotional states, including anger and disgust. This by itself does not show that the rejections were motivated by negative reciprocity rather than a general aversion of some kind to unequal splits. However, two additional pieces of evidence from this study provide at least some support for the negative reciprocity thesis. The first is that unfair offers by humans were rejected at a significantly higher rate than identical offers by the computer. The second is that unfair offers from human partners show significantly higher activation in these brain areas than identical offers from the computer. Taken together  these results suggest that second movers responded not just to the offered split itself but to the intention that was taken to lie behind the split  and that they are willing to punish or exhibit negative reciprocation toward splits that are taken to reflect an unkind intention. So at least in this context, there is evidence that negative reciprocity is present​[3]​	. 
		Neural Evidence and Phenomenon Robustness. A second way in which   information about  neural mechanisms can be relevant is that it may cast light on   the likely phenomenon robustness of   various sorts of behavior.  That is, understanding the  mechanisms underlying various  behaviors may give us some insight about the conditions, if any, under which the behavior is likely to change, its plasticity  under learning,  under changes in incentives, and so on.  This is particularly true if the neural structures in question are damaged in some way.  For example, there is considerable evidence that damage to orbito-frontal or ventro-medial cortex in early childhood can lead  to sociopathic behavior that is apparently virtually uncorrectable by learning or training—  the normal functioning of these structures in early life  appears to be essential for normal moral and social development and when they are seriously damaged   no alternative brain areas are able to compensate. (This stands in striking contrast to the more common pattern in which recovery of other cognitive functions is more likely when neural damage occurs early in life).  
	Different Behavior in Similar Games. A closely related point is that information about underlying neural mechanisms may also help us to understand why what seem to be (from the point of view of existing theory) very similar or identical games or decision problems elicit very different behavior – the explanation may be that the brain uses rather different mechanisms or processes or exploits different information in dealing with these problems. As an illustration, consider the contrast between choice under conditions of risk (when subjects are confident about  the values of probabilities for various possible outcomes) versus conditions involving uncertainty/ambiguity (when subjects are not confident or lack information about.such probabilities). A number of well-known thought experiments (such as the Ellsberg paradox) as well as other empirical investigations show that many subjects respond differently to situations involving risk and ambiguity that  classical decision theory implies are equivalent. A recent imaging study by Hsu et al.  (2005) shows that different neural circuits appear to be involved in choice under risk and choice under uncertainty: choice under ambiguity is  positively correlated with differential activation in the amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex, and negatively correlated with   striatal activation. By contrast, areas activated during the risk condition relative to ambiguity include the dorsal striatum,   but not the  OFC or amygdala. Moreover, striatal activity correlates positively with expected reward.  The involvement of  these different neural structures in choices involving risk and ambiguity both helps to explain  why subjects treat these two kinds of choices so differently and also may have implications for  how easy or likely it is for subjects to learn to treat the two sorts of choices in the same way, as many  normative versions of classical decision theory tell us to do. To the extent that the brain is wired up to distinguish these two sorts of choices, it may not be so easy for subjects to learn to treat them as equivalent.  
						5.   
	Social Preferences. I turn now to a discussion of some general strategies  that have been employed by economists for explaining the behavioral results observed in the experiments described above.  The first such strategy (the social preference strategy) has already been alluded to: Players have relatively stable “social preferences”—that is, utility functions/ dispositions to behave in which pay-offs to others figure and which are at least somewhat stable across  both across small changes in particular games and across different but related games – i.e., these preferences and  the associated behavior exhibit a fair degree of   phenomenon-robustness. 
	The Fehr-Schmidt Model. One of the best known examples of a theory of this type is the “inequality aversion” model of Fehr and Schmidt (1999). Suppose that  X =  x1.. xn represents the monetary allocation among  each of n players. Fehr and Schmidt propose that the utility of the ith player for this allocation is  
Ui (X) = xi-ai/n-1∑max [xj-xi, 0]-  bi/n-1 ∑max[xi- xj,0]
where the summations are for j≠i and bi ≤ai and 0 ≤bi ≤ 1. The utility of the ith player is thus a function of the monetary pay-off he receives (this represents his selfish preferences) and two other terms. The first reflects how much i dislikes  disadvantageous inequality, where this is  measured by the difference between his payoff and the payoff received by the best-off individual, discounted by an individual sensitivity parameter ai. The second term reflects how much i dislikes  advantageous inequality, again discounted by an individual sensitivity parameter bi.  The assumption that both ai and bi are non-negative but that bi ≤ai means that the players do not like inequality for its own sake , but that they dislike  disadvantageous inequality more than they dislike advantageous inequality. ai, bi are  taken to be stable characteristics of  individuals—that is, for the same individual they are constant across some range of variation in the conditions of play for individual games  of the same type and also across some range of games. 
If we are willing to assume that subjects have such preferences with stable ais and bis, it will make sense to use one-shot games to “measure” or identify subject’s utility functions, and then use these to predict/explain behavior across games. This is what Fehr and Schmidt try to do: their strategy is to estimate subjects  ais, and bis  from their behavior in an ordinary ultimatum game and then use this information to  predict  behavior in other games,  such as an ultimatum game with responder competition, and public goods games with and without punishment. However, in doing  this, Fehr and Schmidt do not (as one might expect) employ information about the behavior of subjects in one game and then use this information to predict the behavior of the same subjects in other games. Instead, the games with which they are concerned involve different subjects,   who   are apparently assumed to come from a common pool or distribution of types. That is,  what Fehr and Schmidt do is to  gather information about the distribution of the coefficients ai and bi in UGs  for certain subjects and then, on  the assumption that the same distribution will hold among the different subjects who play other games, determine if their aggregate behavior in new games can be predicted from this distribution. 
Criticisms of the Fehr-Schmidt Model. Although Fehr and Schmidt claim  some predictive success in this enterprise,  their work has been subjected to a detailed critique by Shaked (2007) who argues  that they provide little evidence for   stability of the coefficients across different games and that   no real prediction is achieved. Instead, Shaked claims that at best what Fehr and Schmidt accomplish is a kind of curve –fitting:   they are able to show is there are some choices of values for the coefficients that are consistent with subject’s  aggregate behavior across several different games, but they do not succeed in estimating precise values for these coefficients in one set of games and using these to predict behavior in other games. More specifically, Shaked shows  that the  data from UGs that Fehr and Schmidt employ can be used to pin down  the coefficients ai and bi only to coarse intervals. For example, all that can be inferred from proposers who offer an even split in the UG is that their bis ≥ 0.5.  Moreover, nothing can be inferred about the joint distribution of ai, bi since each player is either in the role of a proposer or a responder but not both. For proposers who offer an even split, Fehr and Schmidt make the specific assumption that bi= 0.6, but provide no theoretical rationale for this choice of value. This choice does yield a prediction about behavior in ultimatum games with responder competition that fits the data well, but other  theoretically allowed assumptions about bi (that is, assumptions consistent with bi>0.5)   yield predictions at variance with the data -- for example, bi= 0.84 yields the prediction that 50% of groups with responder competition will be at competitive equilibrium rather than the observed 80%. 
As another illustration,   Fehr and Schmidt’s attempted  explanation  of behavior in public goods games with punishment  again requires  the special choice of  value bi=0.6 and additional assumptions as well -- among them, that ai and bi are strongly correlated, which as we have seen, does not come from the data. For other games, either no predictions offered or  yet more special assumptions are required  -- for example, behavior in the is DG explained by  a model in which the fitted utility functions are non-linear rather than the linear form originally proposed by Fehr and Schmidt.. 
	Other Variables Affecting Social Preferences.. On reflection, these limitations of the Fehr-Schmidt model are unsurprising because we  know from other evidence from other games that subjects behavior can be quite sensitive to many other variables  that are not represented in  the Fehr-Schmidt utility functions.   These include:
	Framing and labeling/property rights. The way in which choices are described or labeled can affect behavior. For example, Hoffman et al. (1994) found that when a ultimatum game is described as an “exchange” with the proposer described as a “seller”  and the responder as a “buyer”, the mean offer falls by about 10 per cent. A similar change occurs if the proposer “earns” the property right to his position by winning a contest.  
	Anonymity. In an ordinary DG, the identities of the players are not known to one another but the experimenter knows the amount allocated.   In  a double blind DG,  the experimenter does not know the amount allocated and the mean contribution falls to 0.1 (from 0.2 in an ordinary DG). On the other hand, providing information about  the recipient boosts  the amount allocated to an average of  0.5 of the stakes. Dictators also allocate considerably more when they have the opportunity to allocate to a charity such as the Red Cross rather than an unknown individual. However, the effect of anonymity does not seem to be stable across different sorts of games—for example, in a double blind UG, proposers do not significantly reduce offers.	
	Perceived  Intention. We have already noted  (in connection with UGs and sequential PDs) that the intentions with which subjects are perceived to act can substantially affect  the behavior of other subjects toward them.  In general subjects seem to care not just about the monetary pay-offs  that  they and others receive as in the Fehr -Schmidt utility function, but also about how those outcomes come about and what the alternatives are that were not chosen, both of which affect whether outcomes appear to be the result of hostile or co-operative intentions. 
	Group Identification: There is at least some evidence that  manipulation of group identification and solidarity affects co-operative behavior. For example, Dawes et al.  1989 artificially created distinct groups and then conducted. public goods experiments with similar pay-off structures in which subjects either had an opportunity to provide  contributions to their own group or to the other group. Contributions were much higher in the former condition.  
Rabin and Fairness Equilibria. The Fehr-Schmidt modeI is just one of many treatments of social preferences in the literature—other models include   Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000, Charness and Rabin, 2002,   Falk and Fischbacher, 2005, and Rabin, 1993. The  latter is one of the most ambitious attempts to model preferences regarding fairness in a psychologically realistic way. Space precludes detailed discussion but the basic idea is that subjects care not just about outcomes but also about the motives and intentions with which other players act: players wish to   reciprocate positively   when others act “kindly” toward them and to reciprocate negatively or retaliate when others act “hostilely”.  More specifically, suppose that player i chooses strategy ai and that bj is i’s belief about the strategy that will be chosen by j. ci is i’s  belief about  j’ s belief concerning i’s choice of strategy.   Player i’s choice will result in an allocation to player j which will depend on ai and on the strategy chosen by j, which defines a set of possible payoffs to j. Let  jh(bj)  the highest possible payoff for j in this set, jmin (bj)  the lowest possible pay off and define the equitable pay off   je(bj) as the average  of the highest and lowest possible payoffs, excluding Pareto dominated pay-off pairs. Then player i’s kindness toward player j is given by fi (ai, bj) = j (bj, ai)- je(bj))/ jh(bj)) - jmin (bj). Player i’s belief about player j’s kindness toward him is given by f*j (bj, ci) = i(ci,bj)- ie (cj)/ ih (ci) - i min(ci)
Each player  then chooses so as to maximize his expected utility which is given by 
Ui (ai, bj, ci) = i(ai, bj) +f*j (bj, ci) [1+fi(ai,bj]
In other words,   players care about their own pay-offs (the first term), whether they are treated kindly (the second term) and  reciprocity (the third term  which is positive when players respond to kindness with kindness and hostility with hostility). Rabin then employs an equilibrium concept for the game (called a “fairness equilibrium”) in which players maximize their utilities and their beliefs correspond to what actually happens in the game.   
	Rabin’s model has the great merit of  incorporating the fact that subjects care not just about their monetary payoffs but the motives and intentions with which other players act. In this respect, it is superior to models (like Fehr-Schmidt) which allow only  information about outcomes into player’s preferences. On the other hand, while Rabin (1993) applies the model to examples involving  monopoly pricing, and to gift exchange views of employment relationships, there is to my knowledge no systematic attempt to show that it can explain behavior in a wide range of experimental games. If the model is to do this, all of the varieties of non-self-interested behavior described above and the  effects of anonymity, framing, group identification etc. on such behavior must  be captured by the last two terms of the player’s utility functions in Rabin’s model.  It is at least not obvious that it is possible to do this.  Rabin’s model also has the disadvantage that in many games there will  be many different fairness equilibria, depending on the beliefs players happen to have. In such cases the model has limited predictive power.  (cf. Bicchieri, 2006, pp. 111- 112).  In addition, the model also does not apply to games in which there is asymmetric information about payoffs. So despite its elegance, it seems unlikely that the model will provide a completely general account of social preferences.
	  Preliminary Conclusion. What then can we conclude about attempts to explain behavior in games by appeal to social preferences? I have discussed only a few of the many models  presented in the literature and it may be that the apparent instability and context-dependence of  social preferences reflect only the limitations of  these models. That is, it may turn out that with a more adequate parameterization/representation of  social preferences, these  will turn out to relatively stable and robust across different situations.   On  the other hand, in the light of the above results, it seems entirely possible that what we call social preferences will turn out to be rather non -robust in the sense of phenomenon robustness—that is, in any tractable model, both prosocial behavior and preferences will exhibit a   relatively high level of sensitivity to contextual variables like those described above. In some cases, it may also turn out that  it is  difficult to devise  different detection procedures that might be used to triangulate on the same underlying preferences in different ways. As suggested earlier, both sorts of failure of robustness  raise  the  issue of  exactly what we are measuring --  stable preferences  or something else?	
How Much Stability at the Individual Level? In this connection, it is  striking how little appears   to be known about even qualitative stability of type (with respect to prosocial behavior) at the individual level.  For example, little is known about whether, as one might expect (and as social preference approaches suggest), subjects who are likely to reject low offers in UGs are also  those who tend to punish in public goods games, whether those who  contribute generously in public goods games also behave cooperatively in one-shot prisoner’s dilemmas and so on. It seems to me that  it might be worthwhile to first investigate  whether there is such qualitative consistency of type before attempting detailed parameterizations of social preferences. This of course would require   evidence about  the play of  the same subjects across  different games​[4]​.   
		Which Game? I turn now to another problem with the project of measuring social preferences which has been discussed by Binmore (2007) and Samuelson,  2005 among others: When the experimenter  has his subjects play a game that  he  intends  to be taken as one-shot  can we really be sure that the players model it as a one-shot game? Binmore and Samuelson ask to consider the following possibility: Most or at least a very great deal of real life social interaction (especially in small scale societies)   is best modeled as a repeated game. Thus when subjects play a one -shot game in the laboratory, what  they typically do is to import patterns of behavior, heuristics, or norms   that derive from  their experience in playing some repeated game that looks similar. In other words, they  (perhaps consciously, perhaps tacitly​[5]​)   model  the laboratory game as some familiar repeated game for  which they have acquired some relevant pattern of behavior. 
	If  this is correct, it creates problems for  the whole project of using one-shot games to measure social preferences. As a simple illustration, suppose that  subjects  are presented with a one-shot game in which monetary payoffs to each player  (not necessarily their utilities) have structure of a PD. Suppose  that many subjects cooperate. One explanation is that  the subjects have social preferences  that make cooperation an optimal strategy for each – they care about the payoffs to the other player as well as their own and act so as to maximize their expected utility . However, there is another possibility:  Suppose the subject’s experiences in real  life are with iterated PDs.  As is well –known, in iterated PD game of indefinite length, co-operative strategies such as a mutual choice of  tit-for-tat  are one possible Nash equilibrium even if subjects selfishly care only about their own monetary pay-offs. Thus if subjects tacitly model on-shot PDs as repeated games and automatically  import  strategies like tit-for-tat that are successful in repeated games into the  one-shot game,   we can explain their behavior without any appeal to other-regarding social preferences​[6]​. A similar observation applies to other one- shot games that are often taken to show the existence of social preferences. This is one of several considerations that lead Binmore to conclude that it is “unparsimonious” to assume the existence of anything but selfish preferences in explaining behavior in one shot games. 
	Even if we do not follow Binmore all of the way to this conclusion, he seems to have identified a potentially serious    methodological problem with the use of games to measure social preferences. The problem is simply that the experimenter may not have full control over which game is being played.  The experimenter may  assume and intend that the game be a one-shot PD but in fact subjects may be playing an iterated PD (or something else). Obviously, using games to measure subject’s preferences requires knowing which game is being played. Ideally,  what one would like  is a theory of how subjects model games and the  ability to detect which model the subject employs. However , we are very far from having such a theory. 
Do Subjects Import Norms from Repeated Games? When subjects play one- shot games, do they import behavior from  some repeated game in the  manner that Binmore and Samuelson suggest? The empirical evidence bearing on this question is  complex and equivocal in some respects. The  Henrich et al 2004  cross country study certainly suggests this sometimes happens: thus, as we noted, it seems to be a plausible conjecture that the willingness of the  Lamerela to make  hyperfair offers in the UG is connected to the fact that theirs is a   society in which there is  a great deal of cooperative behavior and competitive gift-giving,  the generous contributions of the Orma in a public goods game are connected  by the players themselves to their  Harambee institution and so on. Indeed, if   there was no importation or transfer  of behavior that is common in  everyday life  into one shot games,   one might well wonder what such games measure,   and about their external / ecological validity,  and   their phenomenon and relational robustness.    However,  as we now see,    it is arguable that this sort of external/ ecological validity may come at the expense of control over which game is being played. 
		Consider, on the other hand, a very strong form of what I will call the norm importation thesis according to which subjects always and automatically transfer strategies appropriate for  some repeated game they have experienced in “real life” into one - shot games in a behaviorally inflexible way—that is, they always play one-shot games as though they are such repeated games.  This is inconsistent with  a substantial amount of    behavioral evidence (admittedly largely  from  subjects in  developed societies) suggesting that even naïve subjects play differently in repeated and one-shot games of the same type and that they modify their behavior in the latter depending on the play of their opponents, and on considerations having to do with reputation formation. For example,    Fehr and Fischbacher (2003)  (also described in   Camerer and Fehr (2004))   conducted a series of UGs in two different conditions, each involving subjects  playing a different opponent in each of ten different iterations. In one condition, proposers knew nothing about past play of responders so that responders had no opportunity  to build  a reputation by rejecting low offers. In the reputation condition, proposers knew about the past play of responders. It was found that the great majority of responders increase their threshold for the lowest offers they will accept in the reputation condition as opposed to the no reputation condition. This suggests that they understood the value of reputation formation and along with it, the contrast between one-shot and repeated play. 
	Robustness of Behavior and Preferences under Repetition. A distinct but related issue concerns the phenomenon stability/robustness of behavior and preferences under repetition of a game. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that   subjects do sometimes exhibit non-self-interested behavior in one-shot games, at least  when they have had little experience with such games. Suppose, however, that the following claims are also true: (i) under repetition of the game, either with the same opponent or with strangers or both,  the behavior of such subjects changes: they  “learn” different behavior and instead converge on an equilibrium which is a Nash equilibrium of the repeated game on the assumption that they have entirely self -interested preferences.   Suppose also that  (ii) in most ecologically realistic circumstances outside the laboratory, people’s interactions are best modeled as a repeated game. Then even if inexperienced subjects seem to exhibit other-regarding behavior in some one-shot games, this will tell us very little about why (or the conditions under which) cooperative behavior occurs in real life, since under real life conditions, repetition will lead to preferences and behavior that are different from those exhibited in the one-shot game. For the purposes of explaining behavior in real life, what will matter is what happens when games are repeated with knowledgeable subjects who are given ample opportunities for learning. Laboratory investigation should thus focus on such games, rather than on one-shot games with inexperienced subjects. 
An argument along these lines is advanced by Binmore (2007). In support of (i) he appeals to empirical results about how behavior  changes under repeated play. For example, as we have already noted, in a one shot public goods game   subjects initially contribute an average of 0.4-0.6 of their endowments. However, when subjects repeatedly play such one-shot games with different pools of players (so-called stranger rematching), contributions fall substantially, although a small core continues to contribute substantially.  The generous initial  contributions in the one shot game are thus not robust under repetition even of one-shot games with other players, still less under repetition of play with the same other players.  To the extent that in real life subjects generally have  extensive   experience   with repeated play in public goods games, one   might wonder whether the high level of initial contributions has anything of interest to tell us about why cooperation occurs or does not occur in public goods games outside the laboratory​[7]​. 
		How Common are One-shot, Anonymous Interactions? Among other things, these issues about the  relationship between behavior in one shot and in repeated   games also  raises empirical questions about which there seems to be surprisingly little  consensus:  questions about the relative frequency of one-shot vs. repeated games/interactions (and relatedly, anonymous vs. non-anonymous  interactions) in ecologically realistic circumstances, both in developed and small-scale societies.   Economists like Binmore (e.g., 2007) hold that as a matter of empirical fact, subjects in both developed and small scale societies are rarely involved in one –shot, anonymous interactions and that the overwhelming majority of their experience is with repeated games or at least with games in which others are able to observe their play and hence in which they have incentives to establish a reputation—according to Binmore (2007), this is why subjects have difficulty playing in an adaptive  way in one-shot laboratory games, at least initially, and why experimental investigations should focus on repeated games played by subjects with ample opportunities for learning .  A contrary view   is  that  one-shot interactions (e.g., between buyers and sellers who are not involved in any ongoing relationship) the outcomes of which are not observed by third parties are fairly common in large societies with extensive markets like the contemporary U.S. or at least that  such interactions are far more common in developed societies than in many small scale societies.  
		In this connection it is interesting to recall that  one of the general results of the Henrich et al. (2004) study is that there is more cooperative behavior in one-shot laboratory games in countries with   large levels of market integration than in small scale societies which lack such integration.  If the experiences of subjects  from small scale societies    is overwhelmingly with repeated games which can foster cooperation even with selfish preferences, (and if such subjects have little experience with one-shot games) why aren’t they the most likely to import co-operative patterns of play into one-shot laboratory games?  In fact, both the experimental results and a reading of the ethnographic evidence reported in Henrich et al.  seem to suggest  that people from small scale societies in which there are very limited opportunities for one –shot anonymous interactions (and who behave cooperatively at least in part because of this) have no difficulty  changing their behavior to act more selfishly when they are placed in changed real life  circumstances in which more one shot interactions and anonymity are possible – e.g.,  when they move to much larger villages​[8]​.    
		 By contrast, one would expect that subjects from developed societies  have at least some experience with anonymous one-shot interactions as well as repeated games   and hence   should find it   easier than subjects from small scale societies to distinguish the two.     If such subjects have only selfish preferences,   one would think that they would be more likely play non-cooperatively in one-shot games, which  again is the opposite of   what is observed.   Instead, it   appears that subjects in developed societies with market integration are more likely to have learned to behave co-operatively in one shot, anonymous interactions.        
	Let me add, however,  even if one rejects  the claim that players in one-shot games automatically  import behavior from repeated games, so that behavior in one shot games tells us little or nothing about  social preferences,   another of Binmore’s central challenges remains. This is that social preferences are highly unstable, non-robust and context dependent, varying both across situations, and under learning and repetition, even for the same individual.  If because of this instability, social preferences can’t be used to predict much, what good are they? 
					     6.
	Bicchieri on Social Norms. These concerns about the instability of social preferences   is one of several considerations that can  be used to motivate an alternative approach, developed by  Cristina Bicchieri in a series of papers and  her recent book, The Grammar of Society (2006) .  Rather than attempting to explain behavior in social games in terms of social preferences, Bicchieri instead proposes to explain it in terms of social norms and the preferences subjects have for following such norms. For reasons of space, I will not attempt to describe Bicchieri’s  full account of norms in any detail but will instead sketch  her views in what I hope is an  intuitive way. 
	Bicchieri’s characterization of what it is for a norm to exist in a group is complex; it includes the idea that there is a “sufficiently large” subset of people in the group who are aware of the existence of some behavioral rule R in the group, prefer to conform to R conditional on their belief that others conform, and either believe  that a sufficiently large subset   expects conformity to R (normative expectations) or believe this and,  in addition,  may sanction behavior that is contrary to R  (normative expectations with sanctions) .  In principle, a norm might be very general and context-independent—e.g.   always propose an equal division in   UGs or any other two-person game involving division of a surplus.   However, norms can be (and in fact very often are) sensitive to contextual factors like framing and intentions. They thus may offer a better way of explaining, or at least describing, behavior in games in which context matters. As an illustration, suppose that different social norms in our society govern the sharing of resources over which  one has earned clear ownership or property rights  and the sharing of resources that one acquires as a windfall or purely by chance: the norms are that one is required to share less of the resource in the former case than in the latter. This would explain why treatments that establish property rights for proposers  lead to   less generous offers in dictator and ultimatum games   than in  games in which the position of proposer is awarded randomly by the experimenter. Different contexts or frames  trigger  different norms in otherwise similar games.
In thinking about this idea, it will be useful to  distinguish two different ways of conceptualizing norms. One approach (again associated with Binmore) is to think of a norm (or behavior conforming to a  norm) as simply a  Nash equilibrium in some   repeated  game. On this approach,  the norm (or a preference for conforming to the norm) does not enter directly into a subject’s utility function. Rather subjects have certain preferences ( which may be self-interested, although presumably one could tell a structurally similar story with non-self-interested preferences) and  people’s conformity to the  norm is explained (or partly explained) by appealing to these preferences  and the structure of the game. In other words, the existence of the norm  (or at least its persistence) is conceived of as something that needs to be explained (an explanandum), and not part of the what needs to be explained (the explanans).
	Bicchieri’s approach is  very different -- for her the norm enters into the subject’s utility function. It figures in the explanation for the subject’s  behavior.  More specifically, let us  suppose that the strategy set for a group of n players involved in some game is s= (s1,..sn). Let S-j be the set of set of strategy profiles for all the players except j. The  utility for the ith individual deriving from the strategy profile s  is given by an expression of the form 
Ui (s)= πi (s) -ki max max{πm (s-j,Nj(s-j))- πm (s), 0} 
	where πi  is the  self-interested (or at least non-norm based) pay-off to i, and ki is said to be a constant   measuring the sensitivity of i to the relevant norm. The second term in the utility function is meant to capture the pay-off reduction  i experiences resulting from all norm violations. (I note for future reference that although ki is described as a constant, it is plausible that at least in some cases, the same subject will be more sensitive to some norms than to others. In such cases, the value of ki will depend on which particular norm N is of concern- i,e, it will be a function of N as well as of i . It is of course an empirical question to what  extent subjects who are sensitive or not to one norm will also be sensitive to others.)
	  On Bicchieri’s view when a subject begins conforming to a norm, not having   previously done so, the  subject’s preferences will be different – she will now have a preference for conforming to the norm. This contrasts with the first approach to norms described above, which postulates no such change in preferences.
	Problems Facing Norm-Based Accounts. In my view, the norm  based approach is very  interesting alternative to the social preferences account that deserves further development. However, in its present form it raises some obvious issues that need to be addressed. One set of concerns is similar to those raised by the social preference approach.   Is the norm based account  able to successfully predict  new behavior? For example, can we estimate the crucial parameters in a norm based utility function from behavioral data from one set of games and then use this information to predict behavior in new situations  (as opposed to retrospectively choosing parameter values that merely rationalize or fit already observed behavior?) To what extent can we identify (independently estimate the values of )  individual pay-off, norm violation, and sensitivity variables  on the basis of behavioral data? How stable are the values of these  variables  across different games and situations?  
	To illustrate some of these issues, consider Bicchieri’s treatment of a variant of a UG involving asymmetric information. In this game, the resource (chips) that the proposer is to divide are worth three times as much to the proposer than to the responder and this is known to the  proposer but not to the responder. The observed behavior in this game is that  the proposers offer approximately half of the chips - a   division that in terms of number of chips is a bit more generous than what responders receive in an ordinary UG but  which corresponds to a monetary division that is far more unequal than the modal offer in a ordinary UG. The rejection rate for such offers is low.
		What accounts for the change in proposer behavior in this new (asymmetric information) game? In her (2006), Bicchieri. models the new game by assuming that  proposers are now guided by a new norm N2  that is different from the norm N1 that influences   proposers in  the original UG. Her rationale for this is that “proposer’s perception of the fair amount or her interpretation of the norm may have changed due to her awareness of the informational asymmetry” (2006, p. 120).
	In more recent correspondence, however,  Bicchieri has suggested instead that one might model behavior in the asymmetric  information UG as a norm evasion phenomenon -- that is, to the extent  the proposer is influenced by a norm, it remains the same as the norm N1  in original UG but the informational asymmetry enables  the proposer to behave in a more self-interested way without fear of rejection.  It is not clear how best to represent this  in terms of Bicchieri’s framework. One obvious possibility is to suppose that the proposer’s utility function does not change at all but  that she simply assigns a lower probability to the responder’s rejecting an offer  of  a given  monetary value  in the asymmetric information form of the game (since the responder will be unaware of the value of the chips to the proposer). The proposer then maximizes expected utility given this belief. If so, the proposer is not really more willing to evade the norm governing the game in the asymmetric information condition than in an ordinary UG. Rather the proposer has a   weak attachment to the norm in both games, her behavior being dominated by self-interest. Self interest mandates different play in the two games because of the informational differences. 
	An alternative (perhaps equally intuitive) possibility for modeling norm evasion is   that the  sensitivity  parameter  ki  changes when the informational asymmetry is introduced – proposers are less sensitive to whatever fairness norms govern the UG when they think that they can violate  these norms in a way that will go undetected by the responder. (This of course would violate the constraint that the kis be constant but there may be independent reasons for relaxing this constraint—see below). Yet another apparently different possibility is that the pay-off to self  term πi (s) changes when the informational asymmetry is introduced—perhaps in the ordinary UG this term reflects both the monetary pay-off to self and whatever disutility proposers get from seeming to be unfair to responders (angering responders etc.) when they make low offers. In the asymmetric information condition, there is no such disutility since responders don’t know that they have been treated unfairly.  Obviously, however, allowing this sort of disutility to figure in the pay-off to self term (and to vary across different contexts) complicates the estimation of the value of this term.
	  What sort of empirical evidence might be used  to distinguish these various possible models for proposer behavior in the asymmetric information UG? More generally,  how do we  tell when a change in behavior reflects a change in norm and when it is to be explained in some other way?   How do we disentangle the effect of a norm on behavior from the effect of the parameter ki which measures sensitivity to the norm?  Presumably, one  way to accomplish this would be to engage in some sort of  quasi- anthroplogical investigation of  what subjects take to be norms governing the behavior in question:  for example, one  possibility would simply be to ask subjects about their beliefs about what norms govern play  in the asymmetric information version of the UG.   An  inconsistency between a subject’s expressed belief about the operative norm and her actual behavior in the game  might  then be taken to reflect a low ki.   If people generally agree  that, say,  the same norm governs play in both an ordinary UG and the asymmetric information UG  and that this norm mandates an equal monetary division of the stakes, then behavior in asymmetric information  game will be best explained by some model in  which subjects evade this norm rather than a model in which the norm itself changes between the two games​[9]​.  
		As already noted, an appeal to norms seems very plausible in accounting for some influences on play in  experimental games --e.g. the role of  labeling and framing effects.  However,   it is arguable that   not all influences on behavior are plausibly  explained by an appeal to norms. Consider the role of anonymity in dictator game. Subjects give less in the double blind condition than in an ordinary DG and,   in this case, the change in behavior cannot be explained in terms of a change in belief about the probability of responder rejection.   Can this change in behavior be explained in terms of a change in the applicable norm—that is, is there a norm that says that one should give less in the double blind condition? This is an empirical question but my guess would be that to the extent it  admits of a definite answer, there is no such norm, at least in developed countries. Within Bichierri’s framework, the most obvious alternative way of explaining behavior in the double blind DG is to appeal to the idea that the anonymity condition makes   whatever norm governs both ordinary and double blind DGs  less salient, as reflected in the value of the sensitivity parameter ki ​[10]​   However,   if one takes this route,  ki will not  be a stable feature of individual and norm, but rather will  vary with  the information condition present in the game (and perhaps with other contextual features as well.)   This may limit the ability of the norm based approach to generate genuine predictions across games​[11]​.
		This is not to say, however, that the norm based approach generates no distinctive predictions in comparison with the social preferences approach.  Presumably one  distinctive prediction one might associate with   a norm-based  theory like Bichierri’s is that (at least for many  plausible assumptions about the distribution of the kis) there should be more variability of individual behavior in games in which it is not clear (for the subject pool) what the relevant norm is or in which there are competing norms  than in games in which there is a single governing norm.  In the latter case, one should see a   very substantial fraction of behaviors that conform to this norm – a spike at the norm as well as perhaps another spike at whatever behavior corresponds to self-interested play. When there are a small number of  competing norms, this should show up in a somewhat discontinuous frequency distribution of behaviors that cluster around the competing norms, with lower frequency of behavior in between norms – i.e.,  bimodal or polymodal distributions. In general  variability  in behavior should decrease as more context is supplied which plausibly can be regarded as cuing a particular norm. To the extent that behavior in a game is norm-governed,  one would also expect to be able   to relate  this behavior   to norm governed behavior in real-life, as in the case of the relationship between  Orma play in public goods games and the harambee institution. 
		On the other hand, to the extent that even rather similar-looking games are governed by different norms, there will be no obvious general reason on the norm- based approach to expect individuals to play in a similar way across such games – that is, to exhibit some recognizable consistency of type across games. For example, if the norms governing play in a UG are different from those governing play in a DG,  then unless there is some independent reason to think that both norms require generous behavior on the part of proposers (and proposers who are sensitive to one norm are likely to be sensitive to the other), there will no general reason to  expect proposers who make generous offers in one of these games to do so in the other.  A similar conclusion will follow if there is no obviously relevant norm in the DG. 
		As concrete illustrations of some of these points,  it is arguable that in societies like  the contemporary U. S.,  the norm or norms   that apply to DGs are weaker or less obvious than those that apply to UGs  -- indeed, some would say that unless further context is provided there are no clear norms for proposer behavior in a DG.  If this is correct,  then on a norm based-approach, one should expect (ceteris paribus, of course) more variability in proposer behavior in a DG,  than in, e.g., a UG .    On the assumption that one of the norms that influences behavior in a UG  mandates an equal split, one should see a number of proposer offers at this value. On the other hand, on a norm-based approach, there is no particular reason to expect  offers of e.g. 0.45 of the stake, since presumably there is no norm that suggests this division—if such a division is observed, this will be because the proposer just happens to weigh  pay-off to self and the utility of norm violation in such a way as to generate this result. In fact, one does observe an increased frequency of offers around 0.5 in UGs in developed societies (although  there are intermediate  offers as well) and more variance in DGs than in UGs.  Similarly, on the assumption that a UG corresponds to something like a “take it or leave it” offer in real life, one might expect that  there will be clearer norms governing such offers  in societies with substantial experience of bargaining, trade, and market exchange than in societies lacking such experience. If so, and such norms influence behavior in UGs, one would expect less variance in proposer offers in the former societies than in the latter. A number of the papers in Henrich et al. report just this pattern​[12]​ . 
		By contrast, a pure social preference approach (according to which social preferences alone are sufficient to explain behavior)  will have something like the opposite profile. As noted above, there is no particular reason to expect everyone to have the same social preferences—indeed advocates of the social preference approach typically deny that there is such uniformity. So even within a single game where this an opportunity to express   social preferences,  there should be considerable variation in subject behavior.   Although advocates of the social preference approach have had relatively little in general to say about what distribution of types of preferences we should expect (presumably because they regard  this as an empirical matter), there is no obvious theoretical reason  (at least absent additional assumptions) why this distribution should be discontinuous or  clumpy rather than relatively continuous. Thus   there is no obvious reason why, in a UG, many more subjects should have degrees of inequality aversion that lead them to offer 0.5 rather than 0.45 of the stake.   On the other hand, there should be some non-trivial consistency of type at the individual level across games—so that one can use behavior in ultimatum games to predict behavior in other games, as Fehr and Schmidt  attempt to do. 
						   7. 
		Conclusions Regarding Social Preferences, Norms and Self-Interest. What can we conclude from this survey of experimental results and attempts to explain them?  Clearly, there is a body of very interesting and suggestive behavioral results from games like UG,  DG etc. These results exhibit considerable qualitative stability in the aggregate ( e.g. in   mean subject behavior) when experiments are repeated under the same or very closely similar conditions (same subject pool etc.). However,  behavior is  also influenced by a large number of disparate factors – subject pool/culture, information/anonymity conditions, perceived intentions, faming and labeling effects, and so on. There is also a great deal of individual variation in behavior. My assessment is that the evidence that many subjects exhibit behavior that is not narrowly self-interested (they care about other things than their own monetary pay-offs) and that this can sometimes exert a major influence on aggregate outcomes seems fairly compelling, but that attempts to offer systematic, non-adhoc explanations of this non-self- interested aspect of behavior have so far been not been very successful. Unsurprisingly, it is easier to provide evidence against the hypothesis that we are purely self-interested than to  construct a convincing account of why and when deviations from self-interest occur.   
		One (messy) possibility is that behavior in the  games discussed in this survey and in real life as well reflects the combined influence  of   all of the various factors (norm adherence, social preferences, self-interest etc.)  considered   above, with these factors varying in influence both across different contexts and for  different subjects. That is, subject behavior is the upshot of social preferences of various sorts (inequality aversion, positive and negative reciprocity, perhaps, more rarely, pure altruism) that differ substantially among people but perhaps exhibit some stability across contexts for individuals and of influences that reflect norms drawn from experience with repeated play in the larger society that are more context-specific. Moreover, subjects also differ in the weight that they give to self-interested preferences in comparison with social preferences and preferences for norm adherence.
At least some of the apparent context-dependence and instability of social behavior and the social preferences (or whatever) that underlies it may reflect the fact that these are the upshot of a number of such disparate influences. Of course this does not rule out the possibility that at some time in the future investigators will be able to decompose   the influences on such behavior into a small number of well-behaved underlying causes (with such and such a contribution from self-interest, such and such a contribution from inequality aversion and so on), but  it is also true that nothing assures us that we will be successful in doing  this. It may be that it is simply wrong to think that  individuals possess stable, context independent characteristics like “degree of inequality aversion” which then combine with other similarly stable characteristics—for positive and negative reciprocity, self-interest etc—to produce  overall  behavior.   However, even if this   turns out to the case, there  still will be much to learn from experimental games: researchers can continue to investigate   qualitative facts about robustness (or not) of behavioral patterns under changes in information,  repetition and so on, to investigate facts about the extent of individual variation and so on. This information will be  highly relevant to economics  and to moral and political philosophy.
					8. 
		Implications for Moral and Political Philosophy. I  suggested above that results from experimental games may have important consequences for   normative  moral/political philosophy. This is obviously a very large topic; I  have space only for some brief  remarks. I begin with one initial source of resistance to any claims along these lines which is that they must run afoul of some version of the naturalistic fallacy: experimental studies can at best describe how people  behave in various situations. They cannot tell us how people ought to behave. 
Moral Motivation. There are a number of possible responses to   objection. First, many historically important normative moral and political theories (e.g., those of Hobbes, Locke, Hume, Marx, Bentham, Mill) do appeal to more or less explicit descriptive assumptions about human behavior and motivation. They do so for the obvious reason that most theorists have supposed that normative recommendations that require   behavior and motivation that most people rarely or never exhibit are unlikely to be very effective or useful.  More generally, the range of motives and behavior that people actually exhibit or can be got to exhibit in practically achievable circumstances is an important constraint on normative theorizing. For example,   Hobbes and contemporary Hobbesians like Kavka 1986 suppose that humans are at least predominantly self-interested and use this supposition to restrict the space of useful normative theories in various ways. If, as the evidence reviewed above suggests,  this supposition is wrong and,   non self-interested behavior is possible for significant numbers of people  in some contexts, this opens up a different set of possibilities for normative theorizing. Similarly, one of the  reasons that Rawls (1971) rejects utilitarianism as an acceptable normative theory (or a theory that would be chosen in his original position) appeals to what he calls “the strains of commitment’. Rawls’ argument is that utilitarianism permits highly unequal distributions and that people who are the among the sharply disadvantaged under such distributions will find it impossible to adhere to or be guided by utilitarian  principles. Obviously this is an empirical claim about human behavior and motivation, as is Rawls’ contention that people will find it  easier to conform to the requirements of his own theory than to utilitarianism. 
As another illustration, consider that many of the  normative theories found in the philosophical literature suppose that to the extent that there are principles mandating concern for the welfare of others and accompanying preferences or motivations,  these    will be (at least at the most fundamental level) unconditional and purely outcome oriented.  That is, it is supposed that these principles  will not assign any fundamental moral significance to whether the others to whom goods and bads are provided  are behaving cooperatively on non-cooperatively toward others or the decision-maker, whether or not these others are participating in a shared system of reciprocation with the decision-maker, and so on. The results discussed above suggest, on the contrary, that, to the extent that people are  not self-interested, their most strongly operative motives have to do with conditional cooperation   and positive and negative   reciprocity, rather than unconditional altruism. If so, normative theories should be sensitive to these facts about motivation.  
		Reflective Equilibrium. A second way in which descriptive information about human behavior can be relevant to normative theorizing invokes the common idea that the appropriate moral methodology is one that involves  appeal to reflective equilibrium or that attempts to articulate some set of moral commitments that we all share. To the extent that this is the appropriate way of proceeding in moral theory, empirical information about people’s actual moral judgments and commitments is again highly relevant, and presumably these are expressed both verbally and in non verbal behavior.
		With this as background, consider some common claims in the normative literature. Many theories of justice  and fairness are naturally viewed as committed to the claim  that there is some     shared  conception of justice that can be captured in terms of a few highly general principles  that underlie  all of our more particular judgments – whether these principles be those of utilitarianism, Rawls’ theory, or whatever. The task of the normative theorist is then to articulate these principles.  Although I don’t claim that empirical results about the apparent context-dependence and  individual variability of social preferences straightforwardly refute this claim , they do put some pressure on it. If it turns out that as an empirical matter there is no simple, context-independent common structure to most people’s social preferences, why suppose that they share some common set of normative commitments, captureable by means of a few general principles, which the moral theorist can articulate? If ,as an empirical matter, what is shared is instead more  naturally conceptualized as a complex set of  situation-specific norms, as Bicchieri claims, this seems to provide prima facie support for the views of normative theorists like Walzer, 1983 and Elster, 1991 according to which the rules of justice are far more local and domain specific. If behavior and preferences are even more context- dependent  in such a way that even the norm based approach is of limited usefulness, this may provide prima-facie support for some version of “moral particularism “ in the sense of Dancy, 2004.
		Consequentialism and Deontology. I conclude with a remark about the debate in moral theory between consequentialists and deontologists. The behavioral evidence reviewed above  shows that, just as deontologists claim they should,  people care about more than just outcomes, whether for themselves or others—they also care about  the intentions with which actions are performed, about motives. and  about the processes by which outcomes produced.   These concerns in turn can exert powerful influences on  behavior. To the extent that the task of moral theory is to articulate underlying shared normative commitments, it seems likely  that these will have at least some of the features emphasized by deontologists. Moreover, even consequentialists who reject this conception of the task of moral theorizing should nonetheless pay attention to these “deontological” features   in their normative recommendations. This is because  these features will influence people’s behavior and hence the  real-life consequences that will result from the consequentialist’s normative recommendations. It may be, from a consequentialist perspective, “irrational” for people to get more disutility from and react more hostilely  to bad outcomes that are the result of intentional choices than those that result in some other way, but, given that people will react in this way,  sophisticated consequentialists will need to take this into account in their calculations. 
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^1	  For example, if subject play is primarily to be explained in terms of adherence to social norms (see below), then it seems entirely possible that subjects may see the dictator game as governed by some norm of sharing or altruism, as when one gives money to a charity or homeless person, while the ultimatum game may be seen as governed by bargaining norms, as when one bargains over a used car, with the convention being that is entirely appropriate to drive the hardest bargain possible, with generosity or altruism playing no role. To the extent this is the right analysis, it would be wrong to simply assume that the DG  measures a preference that is also present in the UG. 	As Camerer, 2003 notes, one way of getting at this issue empirically is to compare offers in UGs with the offers that would maximize expected utility given the actual pattern of rejection in these games. If these are the same, this suggests that proposers are behaving in a purely strategic self-interested way  (and perhaps also in accord with some norm that says this is permissible in a bargaining situation). In fact, the most recent evidence is that offers are larger than the pay-off maximizing offers, given plausible assumptions about risk aversion. This suggests that proposers are not behaving in a purely self-interested way, and   exhibit some generosity and/or are influenced by some sharing norm. The general point, however, is that we need some reason to think that this is true before taking a comparison of proposer behavior in UGs and DGs to be a measure of the influence of proposer generosity in DGs. 
^2	  One response to the imaging experiments I have heard from some economists is that even if the above interpretation is accepted at face value, the subjects are still  behaving  selfishly – it is just that they are acting for the pleasure or “warm glow” they get from co-operation.  Of course this argument recapitulates familiar philosophical disputes about psychological egoism: if we stipulate  that whenever subjects’ reward systems are activated, they are acting “selfishly”, then  since arguably all intentional or purposeful action involves such activation, all such actions will be “selfish”. One may doubt, however, whether this is a very useful stipulation, since  given the empirical facts about the ubiquity of the reward system, it effectively defines unselfishness out of existence. 
^3	  Additional evidence for this interpretation comes from experiments conducted by  . Falk, Fehr, and Fishbacher,  2003 .   The authors  had subjects simultaneously enter choices for each of   four mini-ultimatum games (MUGs). In  each game,  one of the choices for the   proposer  is (8,2) but the other option varies from (10,0) ,(8,2), (5,5), (2,8). Unsurprisingly, Falk et al. observe that  responders behavior is strongly influenced by the alternatives available to the proposers. For example, rejections are much more common when the propose chooses (8,2) when the alternative  is (5,5) than when the alternatives are (10,0) or (2,8). This is exactly what one would expect if second movers detect and respond to first movers intentions, since intentions depend on alternatives that are not chosen as well as those  that are chosen, with choice of 8,2 over 10,0 revealing a kinder intention than the choice of 8,2 over 5,5 . By contrast if responders care only about outcomes, they should reject  the choice of an 8,2 split at a constant rate  across these games. 
^4	  Two additional observations are relevant here. First, it is entirely possible that the degree of consistency of type itself varies across individuals. That is, it may be that some individuals exhibit considerable consistency of type or behavior across different situations and others do not. Second, other sorts of measures besides behavior in games may be useful (as part of a triangulation strategy) in detecting whether there are consistent types. For example, Smith et al (2002 ) administered a personality test designed to measure degree of “Machiavellian Intelligence” – that is, the extent to which subjects were willing to flout co-operative norms (to lie, cheat etc.) in order to secure self-interested ends -- and then  had subjects play repeated trust games. There was little correlation between play in these games and test scores except for subjects with   very high scores. These “high Machs” were much more  likely to  behave in an uncooperative way in trust games. It would be interesting to see if these same subjects were also more likely  to contribute little or nothing in public goods games, defect in PDs etc. As another illustration, consider  recent imaging experiments by Singer et al. (2004) on the neural basis of empathy. These researchers found that subjects who had high scores on  standard empathy test questionnaires also had activation in neural areas (insula, anterior cingulate) thought to be involved in empathy in empathy related tasks. This at least suggests the possibility that there may be types of people who are  more or less empathetic. It would be interesting to see  whether scores on empathy questionnaires and physiological measures correlate with play in. e.g. various versions of the DG.  
^5	  Experimenters go to considerable lengths to make sure that subjects understand (at a conscious level) the rules of the game that they are playing, including whether it is one shot or repeated. I take it that what is being suggested is that despite their intellectual recognition that the game is one-shot, subjects  may nonetheless import (as a result of unconscious processing or implicit learning) patterns of play from repeated games with which they have experience.
^6	  This  general strategy of appealing  to  the possibility of co-operative strategies emerging in repeated games with entirely selfish players to explained observed co-operation raises a number of interesting issues that are beyond the scope of this essay. But very briefly; (i) games like repeated PDs  have many  Nash equilibria,  a large number of which involve  non-cooperative  play. Whether or not subjects converge on a co-operative or a non-cooperative equilibrium depends on many additional factors, including perhaps accidents of history as well as more systematic influences. (ii) In a repeated PD as well as a number of other games considered in this chapter, interaction is bilateral and information about pay-offs and past behavior is fully known. One might think that many real- life situations in which cooperative behavior is present are not like this; many players rather than just two are involved, and subjects have very incomplete information. For a variety of reasons, it appears to be much more difficult for purely selfish players to sustain co-operation in such situations (cf. Bowles, 2005). To the extent this is so,  results about repeated game involving selfish players may not provide satisfactory  explanations of  either co-operative behavior observed in one shot games or more generally in non-laboratory contexts.
^7	  This point seems independent of the issue of why contributions decline in public goods games under repetition. It may be, as some claim, that   subjects are mainly self-interested but require some experience to learn that contributing nothing is an optimal strategy. Alternatively, many subjects may be conditional cooperators who eventually decide to contribute nothing after repeated experience with non- cooperative play by other selfish players. Either way, it remains true that contributions decline with repeated play.  
^8	  See, e.g., Marlowe, 2004.
^9	  It is  worth noting, however, that  empirically determining  which norm (or norms) are operative in any  particular context may be far from straightforward, given the complexity of Bicchieri’s characterization of norms. Recall that, among other things,  the existence of a norm requires a “sufficiently large” subset of subjects with beliefs about how others will behave, preferences about conformity to the norm conditional on the behavior of others, beliefs about other’s expectations regarding conformity to the norm and so on.  Thus the norms that subjects think govern play in a UG or a DG will depend, among other things, on their beliefs about how others are likely to play the game, what others expect of them given  facts about how others will play and so on.  As a result, it isn’t clear that one can get at  the    question of which norms govern a game simply by asking subjects what sort of behavior is “fair” in the game,    since subjects may well interpret this question as, e.g., a question about how they should play in circumstances in which most others are behaving fairly, but also believe most others will not behave fairly. In this case, subjects presumably believe there is no norm in Bicchieri’s sense. As a concrete illustration of this difficulty, suppose that many subjects say that an equal monetary split is “fair” in the asymmetric information version of the UG but   that a substantial number of subjects also believe that a substantial number of subjects will offer much less than half of the monetary value of the stakes in  this game, believe that others believe or expect that this will happen and so on. What then is the norm governing the game?      
^10	  Another  alternative would be to  regard the pay off to self term as varying across the two versions of the DG – perhaps on the grounds that the  dictator gets disutility from having her stinginess known to the experimenter in the usual version of the DG but not in the double blind game.  As noted earlier, this move complicates the problem of determining the value of the pay off to self term and raises the question of how we can distinguish a change in the value of this term from a shift in ki.
^11	  Camerer and Fehr (2004, p. 78) raise another issue for appeals to norms to explain behavior. This is that subjects change their behavior (and their  willingness to conform to norms) in response to changes in pay-offs. To the extent that such changes involve changes in pay-offs to self, Bicchieri’s account appears to be able to capture this phenomenon, since on her view, subject’s behavior is influenced by personal pay-offs as well as preferences for conforming to norms. However, it is arguable that a more problematic set of cases for an account like Bicchieri’s  involves trade-offs among  different sorts of other regarding preferences. Consider a DG where the dictator D  can contribute some portion of her stake to each of two subjects, A and B, where D knows no identifying information about either subject. To the extent that there is a norm governing this allocation it presumably mandates that A and B receive the same amount  (x,x), whatever that may be. Suppose that D reserves d for herself. Now consider cases in which D is still able to allocate d for herself but faces choices of the form (x-k1, x+k2) for the allocations to A and B, where k2>k1>0. Presumably for some values of k1 and k2 many dictators will prefer on unequal split and this will become more likely as k2- k1 becomes larger. For example, a dictator might prefer (5,5) to (6,4) but (15, 4) to (5,5) even though the latter violates the norm of equality. Presumably different dictators will favor different rates of trade-off between equality vs. maximizing the sum of A’s and B’s payoff. It seems unlikely that this trade-off rate will itself follow any generally accepted norm; instead  if it reflects anything systematic, it will reflect the relative strength of D’s social preferences for equality and for maximizing the total pay-off. The general point is that some “social choices” will reflect trade-offs among different social values, where the   trade-off rate is not itself prescribed by some norm. 
^12	  Also relevant  in this connection are results reported in Guth (1995) He finds that in a MUG, proposers choose highly unequal splits much more often when an even split is replaced with a slightly uneven one. For example,  given a choice between   (17, 3) and (10,10), proposers choose (10,10)   half the time. When the (10,10) option is replaced with (9,11), responders   choose (17, 3) two thirds of time.  A natural interpretation of this result is that proposers are influenced by an equal split norm when conformity to it is possible, but that there is no obvious norm that tells them they should prefer (9,10) to (17,3). On a social preference approach, there must be an (unexplained) sharp discontinuity between proposer’s attitudes toward (10,10) and (9,11).
